
# V-19151, DREAM VILLA IN CABARETE
BEACH FRONT COMMUNITY 

  Single Family Detached.   $
459,000  

Cabarete, Dominican Republic
Dream Villa in Cabarete beach front community
**Villa for sale in Cabarete beach front community** If you want to own dream designer home on
the beach here on the beautiful north coast of Dominican Republic this is your chance. This home
will be designed especially for you using only top quality materials and designed to give you the
real Caribbean inside outside living so close to the beach that you walk there in less than one
minute. You can hear the sound of the waves and see the wonderful white sandy beach with palm
trees swaying in the warm gentle breeze. There are a few models that you can choose from but
you can add your own personal touches to make this home exactly how you want it. When you
enter the house through a large double door entrance you will feel the openness and the space you
need to entertain your friends and family. On the main floor you will have a gourmet kitchen opened
to the great living room and the spacious dining area You will have a fantastic pool surrounded by a
terrace and a great barbeque area .You will have the most beautiful views of the ocean from your
master suites upstairs. This gated community in Cabarete is considered by many to be one of the
most beautiful and picturesque on the Cabarete beach. Each one of these lots will guarantee your
privacy as the minimum lot size is around 600 m2/ Inside the complex there are villas and a small
condo complex plus a restaurant with bar opened from the morning until the night. The place offers
a uniquely tranquil setting as your vacation destination or home life. If you are seeking the perfect
place to have our second or first home in a Caribbean island this is the place for you. The
Community Management will take care of everything necessary for the well-being of its resident
and a carefree lifestyle: around the clock security as well as electricity and water service, cable TV,
High Speed Internet and garbage collection. For more information please complete the request
form.

Name Morten Stensrud
Phone (829) 709-7056

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  3
Bath :  4

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  2691
Lot Size :  6

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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